A generalized tight-binding model, which is based on the subenvelope functions of the different sublattices, is developed to explore the novel magnetic quantization in monolayer gray tin. The effects due to the sp 3 bonding, the spin-orbital coupling, the magnetic field 
tent with the first-principles calculations.
14 On the other hand, tinene has the strong sp 3 bonding and SOC, leading to the low-lying π and σ bands formed by the 5p z and (5p x ,5p y ) orbitals, respectively. These special low-energy bands are expected to enrich the magnetic quantization.
A uniform perpendicular magnetic field (B z =B z z) makes electronic states flock together and induces many Landau levels (LLs). For graphene, silicene and germanene, the low-lying π-electronic states can be directly quantized by the effective-mass model. The LL energies are approximated by a square-root form E c,v = sgn(n c,v ) (− optical experiments of cyclotron resonance. 29 Specially, the stronger SOC s in silicene and germanene lead to the splitting of the n c,v = 0 LL with energy spacing ∆ so .
11−13
The effective-mass model may be too cumbersome or complex to study the magnetoelectronic properties of monolayer tinene with its strong sp 3 bonding and SOC, although it could conceivably be used to comprehend the low-energy magnetic quantization of graphene, silicene and germanene. Apparently, the feature-rich energy bands of tinene, with multi-valley structures near E F , 15 cause huge difficulties in directly diagonalizing the magnetic Hamiltonian matrix. We will develop the generalized tight-binding model for various orbital hybridizations, spin configurations, and external fields, in which the Hamiltonian matrix is built from the orbital-and spin-dependent tight-binding basis functions.
The spatial distributions of the subenvelope functions on the distinct sublattices are critical for distinguishing the main features of LLs. This study shows that monolayer tinene exhibits a novel magnetic quantization. Two groups of LLs, which are dominated by the 5p z and (5p x , 5p y ) orbitals, repectively, have distinct localization centers, orbital components, spin configurations, state degeneracies, and magnetic-and electric-field dependences. The predicted LL energy spectra can be verified by STS measurements.
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II. METHODS
The generalized tight-binding model is further developed to include the sp 3 orbital bonding, the SOC, and the electric and magnetic fields simultaneously. Tinene consists of two equivalent A and B sublattices, respectively, located at two parallel planes with a separation of l z (0.417Å). The primitive unit vectors are a 1 and a 2 with a lattice constant of a=4.7Å ( Fig. 1(a) ), and the angle between the Sn-Sn bond and the z-axis is θ = 107.1
• ( Fig. 1(b) ). The 5s orbital energy is E s = −6.2335 eV below that of the 5p orbitals taken as zero (E p = 0). The Slater-Koster hopping parameters in the sp 3 bonding are V ssσ = −2.6245 eV, V spσ = 2.6504 eV, V ppσ = 1.4926 eV, and V ppπ = −0.7877 eV ( Fig.   1(c) ). The SOC strength (λ soc = 0.8 eV) of tinene is predicted to be two orders of magnitude greater than that of graphene. 31, 32 This interaction under the Coulomb central po- 
where i(j), o(o ), and m(m ) stand for the lattice site, atomic orbital, and spin, respec-tively. The first and second terms are, respectively, the site energy (E o ) and the nearestneighbor hopping integral (γ In a uniform perpendicular magnetic field, the B z -induced periodical Peierls phases can modulate the hopping integral as γ
is the flux quantum. In the Landau gauge A = (0, B z x, 0), the unit cell becomes an enlarged rectangle with 4R B (4 × 21665/B z ) atoms ( Fig. 1(a) ), where R B is the ratio of Φ 0 versus magnetic flux through each hexagon. The reduced Brillouin zone has an area of
The magnetic Hamiltonian is built from the space spanned by the 32R B tight-
to the i th A and B atoms in the rectangular unit cell. An electric field along the z-axis introduces a potential energy V z /2 (−V z /2) to the site energy of the A (B) sublattice. Due to the sp 3 hybridization, the hopping integrals of the three nearest neighbors might have different signs, e.g., γ
xy , which means the corresponding matrix elements are complex for any wavevectors (k s). In our calculations, the 32R B × 32R B Hermitian matrix is transformed into a band-like matrix, in which the base functions are arranged in a specific 
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Tinene has feature-rich energy bands, mainly owing to the critical SOC and sp 3 bonding.
Two pairs of energy bands, out of a total of four, lie near E F . In this two pairs, each doubly degenerate, since there is only one Γ valley, and the V SOC between the 5p x and 5p y orbitals leads to distinct spin-dominated LL states (Fig. 3(d) ). The two degenerate states With the increment of B z , the energy spacing between the n triangles in Fig. 5(b) ). At small V z s, the 5p z -orbital subenvelope functions of the n 
36,37
Moreover, the electric-field-induced energy gaps are confirmed in AB-bilayer and ABCtrilayer graphenes. 38−40 The main features of the magneto-electronic properties of monolayer tinene-two groups of LLs, the B z -and V z -dependent splittings, and the intragroup crossings and anti-crossings-can be further investigated with STS. The STS measurements on the structure, energy range, spacing and intensity of the prominent DOS peaks can verify the complex sp 3 bonding, the critical spin-orbital interaction, and the cooperative or competitive relationship between V SOC and V z .
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The novel magnetic quantization in monolayer tinene, being closely related to the sp 
